The MAP Group - Privacy Policy
The MAP Group respects the privacy of her customers and users of the website and cares about the
confidential treatment of the personal information they share with us. We don’t ask for more information than
necessary and ask for your data only to treat them as easy as possible. If you agree with an offer from our
services, you agree, as visitor and as customer, with the privacy policy of The MAP Group. For other data, we
use your data only when you have clearly given us the authorisation to do so. You are always entitled to
inspection, correction and/or elimination of the given data.
The MAP Group users your data for
NOON services uses your personal data if you have subscribed to our newsletter or if you agreed with an offer:
we use your email address to inform you further about our services and organisation. If you don’t appreciate
this any longer, you can unsubscribe on our website or by the link at the bottom of the newsletter. Information
about the utilization of our website, logbook data and the feedback we receive from our customers and visitors
are used to develop our website, to adapt and improve the content, and to adapt it to your desires. If you
agree with an offer, you agree with the privacy policy from The MAP Group.
Who are the recipients of the data/who receives the data?
The staff of The MAP Group, the brand and website that are part of the cooperation The MAP Group:
Brusselsesteenweg 321, 3090 Overijse, Belgium. The staff uses your data to serve you as well as possible and to
reply to your emails as fast as possible.
The MAP Group stores your data on in unlimited/unrestricted way.
We can remove, show or adapt your data in our database if requested. You can contact our team (see footer)
to cancel, show or adapt your data. The MAP Group doesn’t sell data.
We won’t sell or rent out your data to third parties and place them to disposal only to parties who are involved
in the accomplishment of your assignment/mission. The staff of the parties who are involved in this mission
compulsory respect your privacy and treat/deal/handle your data confidentially.
These are your rights:
You can object the the assimilation of your personal data and to retract your personal data. You can also object
to your own insight the personal data authority.
Cookies
Cookies are little pieces of information your browser registers on your computer. The MAP Group uses these
data to recognize you at your next visit. In this way, we can collect information from our website to improve it
and to adapt it to your wishes, so we can serve you better in the future.
On our website are also buttons to promote some pages or share them on social media Facebook and Twitter.
These buttons contain codes delivered by Facebook and Twitter and place cookies.
Parts of the website don’t operate as they should do when the use of cookies is switched off. You can choose to
remove the cookies from your computer/device after visiting our website. If you have any questions about our
privacy policy, please contact us.
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